






















From:
To: PI
Cc:
Subject: 151588 - Planning Permission
Date: 06 February 2016 19:21:01

Evening,

Today I received a neighbour notification notice for the proposed
development of 455 George Street, Aberdeen.

With speaking to the planning department last year in relation to a
notification from the development company, I was advised that the
closing date had closed and that no objections would be considered.

It is my understanding that there has been a reapplication and some
changes to the proposed work.

Therefore as there seems to be a breakdown in the communication
for us tenants in the surrounding area, I submit my objections to
this development again, irrespective of the outcome of this email,
they are;

Testing was done on this site in the form of drilling, this could not
only be heard by felt within 53 Fraser Court, the windows were
closed and when the warmer weather comes in, am I expected to do
the same to avoid a more serious level of decimals generated?

Natural light will be affected as I am on 10ft away from the border
of the development and as both my main living areas are facing this
way.

Debris (including dust) from the site will affect the drying area that
is located directly behind the border.

Noise pollution, from dusk to dawn and potentially 7 working days of
work (testing work was carried out on the Saturday and Sunday,
hence the reason for stating this), when would we as fixed tenants
be able to rest with some being unemployed (like me, I can t afford
to go out or the elderly or those house bound). Estimated to last 2
years in the erecting of the dwelling.

Being overlooked from over 100 rooms, this removes my privacy that
I should be entitled to as it not a privilege I am asking for, it is an
essential requirement like so many others have.
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House holders would not be able to let their pets out safely due to
the potential of harm.

As we will not be able to use the drying area, due to the clothes
potentially being dirtier on being dried from the dust generated.

No one has seems to be thinking of the fixed tenants and their
needs, although other tenants have raised their concerns too.
Where is the voice for us? Are we being discriminated against
because you cant make more money from us? For the purposes of
the dwelling the utilities they will be using like refuge collection,
street lighting etc in the form of Council Tax - a legal requirement.

Kind regards

Steve

Steve Stewart
53 Fraser Court
Aberdeen
AB25 3UG









From: webmaster@aberdeencity.gov.uk
To: PI
Subject: Planning Comment for 151588
Date: 28 October 2015 19:21:00

Comment for Planning Application 151588
Name : Dr Henry Craddock
Address : 23G Fraser Road

AB25 3UB

Telephone :
Email :
type :
Comment : Although I would welcome the improvement in amenity in the proposed development, I
would object to the height of the proposed development of 6 storeys. This pertinent as the
surrounding area has a maximum of 4 storey buildings. I would trust that the planning depart would
ensure that there is not a detrimental visual impact on the area, and a suitable ammendment to the
application will be sought.
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From: webmaster@aberdeencity.gov.uk
To: PI
Subject: Planning Comment for 151588
Date: 27 October 2015 08:33:32

Comment for Planning Application 151588
Name : Jaimeek Bhalani
Address : 26a Fraser Road
Aberdeen
Ab25 3uh

Telephone :
Email :
type :
Comment :
George street is already a busy area , parking is always a problem on George street and other
streets in the area, the media has been advertising that ACC has dozens of empty buildings yet the
city council is entertaining such applications which is clearly overdevelopment in the area.

We received a letter through the post from the builders mentioning that students staying in this
accommodation will sign an agreement not to get cars to Aberdeen, Can you really stop an
individual from getting a car on the basis of a tenancy agreement, the answer is NO.

We already have a few new student accommodations coming up in the area, fraser place, powis
place and fraser street these will have a good few hundred rooms.

Or perhaps is this the case of a big developer / name applying and council will have to entertain
and approve their application??

Would the council approve a 6 story residential build? never , clearly the builders are greedy in this
case as this is a better making business , not considering anything about the neighbours or the local
community

Totally oppose this application.

I stay in the area and this will affect our lives in a lot of negative ways.
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From: webmaster@aberdeencity.gov.uk
To: PI
Subject: Planning Comment for 151588
Date: 28 October 2015 08:57:16

Comment for Planning Application 151588
Name : Stephen Stewart
Address : 53 Fraser Court
Aberdeen
AB25 3UG

Telephone :
Email :
type :
Comment : The proposed 147 studio flats for this site has numerous disadvantages to the current
tenants of the surrounding area of this development.

Being a stones throw away from this site how this will effect me is;
Approximately 2 years of constant noise and pollution
Unable to use the communal drying area as dust etc will mean my clothes would not dry clean
Offering a 5/6 storey building, the proposed roof garden will over look my living room and bedroom
The height will reduce natural light to my flat
The natural sun would be blocked and cause delays in drying my clothes
The additional tenants will cause additional noise pollution
The building will affect the environment as birds use the trees
Although the lease does state no car owners - some MAY lie and use our overcrowded parking
spaces and this does not apply to their guests

The overall granting permission of this as it stands will affect me personally and financially and my
natural daylight will be affected from day one.

No notification from McLaren has been offered for a tenants meeting to air their views and not
everyone has access to the internet to air their views and concerns.

Consult us the current tenants to support this, otherwise I say a MASSIVE NO!
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From: webmaster@aberdeencity.gov.uk
To: PI
Subject: Planning Comment for 151588
Date: 26 October 2015 20:07:26

Comment for Planning Application 151588
Name : Tarun Dureja
Address : 23a Fraser Road
Aberdeen

Telephone :
Email :
type :
Comment : I Object to the above planning for the following reasons.

This is clearly overdevelopment in the area - we already have a couple more student
accommodations coming up in the george street area (polis/fraser place) a few hundred rooms
already and now the above planning for 147 studio rooms, do we have an effective traffic solution
in place? is there a plan for george street to be a student area? will we have enough car park for
147 studio flats, parking is an issue already.

I am assuming this is a big developer / builder building this accommodation and on that basis
council will approve this planning?

The builder claims that they will have tenancy agreements in place that will prevent students from
bringing a car to Aberdeen, that is not at all a full proof plan , how can you stop an individual to
buy a car or get a car , even though you sign a tenancy agreement!!

obviously once the accommodation is ready and students move in the developer will not be
bothered if the students get cars etc and park on george street and other streets in the area.
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From: webmaster@aberdeencity.gov.uk
To: PI
Subject: Planning Comment for 151588
Date: 04 February 2016 16:17:03

Comment for Planning Application 151588
Name : Tarun
Address : 23a fraser road

Telephone :
Email :
type :
Comment : Clearly over development and will be a big issue with parking across various streets in
the area. You can have a lot of promises on the applications to say students will give an
acknowledgement in writing that they will not have cars etc , however you cannot still stop them
buying cars and parking them on various streets. George street is already tight with parking and
other amedities and this 5 storey build will make it worse!!

Why is there no other 5 story build on george street?
Why did council suddenly change their minds on setting up a new presidence?
There is already a 190 room student accomodation being built across the road on powis place, this
is clearly overdevelopment and this is literally killing the local landlords , with greedy developers
building such builds and taking the cash away from Aberdeen.

what a shame.

Will the rent on these accomodations be regulated?
The new build at powis place - minimum rent for an ensuite is &#163;150 per week
will these eye sores add on to Aberdeen's misery of empty buildings as offcourse students will not
be abel to afford.
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From:
To: PI
Subject: Proposed development 455 George street Aberdeen
Date: 26 October 2015 16:16:57

Dear Sir/madam

Planning Reference no: 151588

Proposed demolition of existing building and erection of 6 storey student
accommodation building including parking and landscaping.

I write on connection with the above planning application, I know the site quite well, and
wish to inform you of my intension to object to the proposal.

I as a resident in adjacent housing to the site feel that with the building of the proposals,
my health, well being and safety could be adversely affected by the increase of the anti-
social behaviour by the students that will be residing in the accommodation. The other
minor issue is how close this would also be to my boundary wall including my privacy,
where I reside, I overlook the proposed area as do many other residents do within my
building, this proposal also has not taken in account the blocking out of natural light,
which is a right and not a privilege.

In addition I am concerned with the heavy increase of traffic and illegal parking that
could potentially take place within a restricted area of fee paying residents parking
spaces and restrictions also being place on emergency services/carer provisions for the
disabled residents of Fraser Court.

Furthermore, there is no need for increasing student accommodation within the area as
there is enough provided. I have also relayed my concerns to my local area MP.

If this application is to be decided by councillors, please take this as notice that I would
like to take the opportunity to speak at the meeting of the committee at which this
application is expected to be decided to further express my concerns in person.

Yours Faithfully

Miss Kerry England and Miss Cheryl Ramsey
(60 Fraser Court)
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